We present a summary of advances in characterization techniques allowing for comprehensive study of physical processes in semiconductor lasers. 5. Electrical and optical measurements of RF modulation response below threshold. 5.1. Determination of the differential carrier lifetime from the device impedance. 5.2. Determination of the differential carrier lifetime from the optical response measurements. 6. Optical measurements of RF modulation response and RIN above threshold 6.1. Determination of the resonant frequency and damping factor using carrier subtraction technique. Determination of the differential gain and the gain compression coefficient. 6.2. Determination of the resonant frequency and differential gain from the RIN measurements. 7. Measurements of the linewidth enhancement factor. 7.1. Measurements of linewidth enhancement factorfrom ASE and TSE spectra. 8. Measurements of the carrier temperature and carrier heating in semiconductor lasers. 8.1. Determination of carrier heating from wavelength chirp and TSE measurements. 9. References.
Introduction
The fast growing use of semiconductor lasers in various fields including fiber communication systems, optical data storage, remote sensing etc. places very stringent requirements on device performance. This requires a detailed understanding of physical processes governing the behavior of laser diodes. A semiconductor laser fundamentally operates by electrical transport of carriers to a central active layer of the device where they recombine to produce optical gain and support stimulated emission of photons. However, in modern, optimized devices, a non-trivial cascade of microscopic processes is involved.
Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) + Stimulated Emission
True Spontaneous Emission (TSE) Most of the experimental techniques presented here are developed in relation to telecommunication lasers. These lasers are usually designed so the output radiation can be coupled into the single-mode optical fiber. Therefore the lasers themselves usually employ single waveguide mode design. Two common approaches are illustrated in Fig.  1 .1. The active layer, which may be either bulk material or multiple quantum wells, is confined in the z-direction by the cladding layers of lower refractive index, forming an optical waveguide in this direction. In the y-direction the confinement is obtained by either etch and regrowth with material of lower index and lower conductivity (index guided buried heterostructure (BH)), or partial etch down to the cladding layer, forming a ridge waveguide laser. The laser resonator is usually obtained by cleaving the structure along the crystal axes. Cleaved facets form two mirrors of the laser cavity along the xdirection. Light emerging from these two facets travels along the laser cavity and is therefore affected by the presence of the optical gain or loss. At currents higher than threshold it is predominantly stimulated emission, below threshold it is amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). The light emerging from the side of a chip (y-or zdirection) experiences almost no amplification or absorption, because it travels only a very short distance inside the active layer media, and there is neither waveguide nor resonator in this direction. This is true spontaneous emission (TSE), almost completely unaffected by the geometry of the laser structure.
Study of this light emission offers tremendous insight to the operation of the laser, including such fundamental aspects as the optical gain and loss. However, optimization of the properties of the laser requires understanding the connection between the optical emission and the carrier transport processes in the device. Figure 1 .2 illustrates this point for a multiple quantum well buried heterostructure laser. The active layer at the core of the diode is also at the center of a diode, which is operated in forward bias resulting in the injection of electrons and holes. The regions of material regrown along the edges of the active layer must be designed to minimize current flow around the active layer. Details of the carrier transport can have significant impact on steady state characteristics such as efficiency as well as the modulation response of the device. Within the active layer itself, electrons and holes are injected with higher energy due to the band offset at the heterojunction. Then the carriers must be captured into the quantum wells. There are different time scales associated to the carrier thermalization, cooling and capture. Furthermore, with multiple wells, the transport of carriers to populate wells further along the stack can involve several steps of capture and reemission. In general, the population of carriers above the barrier will be out of equilibrium with the populations bound in the wells. As the net stimulated emission rate rises, these populations will shift to support the required current flow. The light emission from the active region is determined by the arrangement of the carriers at each bias of the laser diode. The other carrier recombination processes, such as Auger, also depend on the details of the carrier distribution. A full experimental characterization of all of the processes outlined would be very challenging indeed. In this review, a broad set of electrical and optical techniques is described which give complimentary information on the operation of the laser diode. In general, the carrier distribution in the active layer strongly depends on drive current below threshold, but not above threshold. Physical processes below threshold are critical in determining the operating point of the laser. Therefore studying the electrical characteristics and optical emission below threshold is often more informative in the process of understanding the device performance. Some other parameters, such as leakage current or wavelength chirp can only be deduced from above threshold measurements. Taken together, these measurements provide critical experimental feedback in the process of laser diode optimization. They are also essential information to guide our understanding of the microscopic physical processes described above and efforts to simulate those processes.
Measurements of the optical gain
One of the most important parameters relating the physical properties of the semiconductor structure to output characteristics of the laser diode is the optical gain. Optical gain and its dependence on the operating conditions determine not only the basic output characteristics, such as threshold current, but also the temperature dependence of the output characteristics, as well high-speed performance of the laser. Various techniques for the measurement of the optical gain are described in this section. Their respective advantages and shortcomings are discussed on the basis of the presented experimental results for 1.3µm InGaAsP based lasers. Closely coupled to the optical gain measurements are the measurements of the optical loss, which is also a very important parameter. These are reviewed in Section 3.
The electric wave in the resonator of semiconductor can be written as: is the magnitude of the field, and the complex propagation constant k is:
) .
eff N is an effective index of refraction for the optical mode, and g is the modal optical gain. The factor of 2 comes in because the optical gain is usually defined with respect to optical power, not optical field intensity. Modal optical gain g(λ) is related to the material optical gain G(λ):
3 ) , where Γ is optical confinement factor (the fraction of the transverse optical mode overlapping the active layer and therefore experiencing optical gain) [1] . The total optical loss tot α consists of mirror loss and internal loss, usually attributed to free-carrier absorption and scattering from waveguide imperfections:
The representation of the mirror loss as ( )
is valid only Fabry-Perot Lasers,
being the geometrical mean of the mirror reflectivities, L the laser resonator length.
It should be pointed out that the optical gain is defined in Eq. (2.2) as (in terms of variations):
In the literature [2] (Chapter 5.3.3 p.209), and [3] (Chapter.15.6, p.582-583) authors use the opposite sign in the Eq. (2.1) which leads to the opposite sign in the relation between the gain and the imaginary part of the refractive index. It will also lead to an opposite sign in the definition of the linewidth enhancement factor, as it will be discussed later. In our treatment we follow definitions of C. Henry [4] , (p.4459). This difference is, of course, only in definitions and not in final results.
Optical gain can be extracted from both ASE and TSE, as well as using some other methods, such as direct transmission measurement or variable stripe length (VSL) technique [5] . Direct transmission measurement may be advantageous when both facets are anti-reflection AR coated (mirror loss is very high) and Fabry-Perot contrast is very small. VSL technique has an advantage of not being influenced by the resonator quality. However it requires a special sample preparation and cannot be used for a single device. Only the methods based on ASE and TSE measurements will be discussed here.
Determination of the optical gain from the amplified spontaneous emission
In this section the gain measurements based on the analysis of the ASE spectra will be discussed. Fig. 2.1 shows the spectra of ASE in TE polarization for the 1.3 µm BH laser [6] with a bulk active region and uncoated mirror facets. There can be seen a very clean interference pattern of the Fabry-Perot resonator formed by the cleaved mirrors. This interference pattern is used to analyze the optical gain. The ASE spectra at room temperature for different currents and (b) modal optical gain spectra extracted from these spectra using the Hakki-Paoli technique (solid line) and the Cassidy method (dashed line).
Following equation describes the dependence of the ASE intensity on the wavelength [7] in the approximation of uniform gain inside the laser cavity:
where B is the proportionality coefficient equal to the total amount of ASE coupled into the lasing mode.
B. Hakki and T. Paoli proposed to determine the modal optical gain from the contrast of the ASE spectra [8] . Eq. (2.6) is used to obtain:
where r(λ) is the peak-to-valley ratio:
D. Cassidy [9] proposed another way to analyze ASE in order to determine the material gain values. This technique, also called the mode-sum method, is based on a slightly different analysis of the same basic Eq. (2.6). E. Gordon demonstrated [7] that the optical gain in the oscillator system governed by Eq. (2.6) is:
, where p is the ratio of the integral over one mode to the mode minimum:
Cassidy [9] and later L. Lam Sin Cho [10] have shown theoretically and experimentally that the mode-sum method is less sensitive to the spectral bandwidth of the measurement system than the Hakki-Paoli technique.
The modal optical gain extracted from the ASE spectra, shown in the Fig. 2 .1a using the Hakki-Paoli and Cassidy techniques is shown in the Fig. 2 .1b. Along with the conclusion that two methods give very similar results, there can be noticed some important differences. First, in the high gain regime (11 mA, around the gain maximum) the Hakki-Paoli technique slightly underestimates (by about 5 cm -1 ) the value of modal optical gain. As it was discussed above, this happens because the spectral resolution of the optical spectrum analyzer used in the experiment (HP70951B -1Å) is not adequate to resolve appropriately the maxima in the ASE spectrum. Secondly, the Cassidy technique has higher noise due to inaccuracy in the detection of the wavelength of the mode minima.
The optical gain measurement is the essential part of several optical loss measurement techniques [11] , as it is shown in the Section 3. Optical gain measurements combined with the differential carrier lifetime measurements [12] allow for analysis of the respective contributions of different physical mechanisms to a temperature dependence of the threshold current of 1.3 µm lasers [13] . A similar set of measurements was also very useful for optimization of the high-speed performance of 1.55 µm lasers [14] , which will be discussed in the Section 7. Combinations of Hakki-Paoli and Cassidy methods were used to study the optical gain in lasers based on various material systems and designs in the entire wavelength range from visible [15] to far IR [16] .
where ε is photon energy, µ the separation between the quasi Fermi levels of electrons and holes, and α(µ,ε) the absorption coefficient of the material of the active layer. Generally, α(µ,ε) itself depends on the band filling and, therefore, on µ. Another important equation relates the intensity of spontaneous emission ( )
to the absorption coefficient:
where the proportionality sign allows for some constant factors to be omitted. They are of no importance because it is practically impossible to quantify the absolute measurements of the spontaneous emission. Combining Eq. (2.11)-(2.12):
In order to obtain the value of the material optical gain using Eq. (2.13) the value of the quasi-Fermi level separation, µ , should be known. In [18] , the authors have proposed utilizing the property of the Fabry-Perot lasers to lase at the wavelength where the material gain is maximum. Therefore its first derivative with respect to wavelength is zero, allowing a determination of the value of the quasi Fermi level separation at threshold. In order to determine this value at lower currents, authors of [18] have proposed to use the fact that at the high energies the absorption coefficient α(µ,ε) is independent of the injection level. This allows for determination of the value of the quasi Fermi level separation below threshold. P. Rees and P. Blood have pointed out that this procedure can possibly lead to a serious error, since the Fermi-level separation has to be determined with very high accuracy in order for accurate calculation of the optical gain from the TSE spectra [19, 20] . They have also pointed out that the carrier temperature enters the Eq. (2.13), which should be taken into account, since in the case of carrier heating the carrier temperature is not equal to the lattice temperature.
One more condition is required in order to use the Eq. (2.13) to determine quantitatively the gain spectra from the TSE spectra. Eq. (2.13) gives the value of the material optical gain in arbitrary units and a proper scaling factor needs to be determined in order to find the material or modal gain. C. Henry used the fact that a FP laser at threshold has a maximum gain equal to the total loss. If the laser has uncoated facets, the mirror loss can be easily calculated. Then the value of total loss can be estimated from L-I curve slope with an assumption that the internal efficiency is 100%. This approximation is not accurate in many cases, however, and this procedure cannot be used for the lasers with coated mirrors or lasers with wavelength-selective feedback, such as DFB or DBR lasers. P. Blood has proposed to use the known value of absorption coefficient above the absorption edge [19] .
The values of the total loss and quasi Fermi level separation can also be determined using the transparency measurements described in the following section. The TSE spectra, recorded from the side of an uncoated DFB laser at different currents are presented in Fig. 2 .2a. Noticeably, there are no Fabry-Perot ripples in the TSE spectra. The TSE spectrum is also much broader and extends much further into high energies (lower wavelengths) than the ASE, because the TSE is not affected by reabsorbtion in the active layer. The modal optical gain was determined from these spectra using the values of the total loss and the transparency energy, obtained using the zero-contrast method, described in the Section 3. The modal optical gain spectra are plotted in Fig. 2 .2b together with the spectra extracted from the ASE as described in the Section 1. The gain spectrum extracted from the TSE is much wider than shown in Fig. 2.2b , where the narrow wavelength range is chosen for the sake of comparing it to the gain spectrum extracted from the ASE. The TSE spectra at 25°C for different currents (a) and modal optical gain spectrum (b) extracted from TSE spectra using the Henry technique (solid line). The gain spectrum extracted from the ASE spectrum taken at the same conditions is also shown (circles).
The ASE spectrum of a DFB laser is distorted in the vicinity of the DFB wavelength, and so is the gain spectrum determined from it. The modal optical gain curves extracted from the TSE and the ASE lie very close to each other outside the vicinity of DFB wavelength. This confirms the validity of both techniques. Some discrepancy may arise partly from the fact that the total loss is a weak function of both energy and carrier concentration but was considered constant.
The significant advantage of the methods allowing for extraction of the modal optical gain from the ASE is that they give the absolute value of the gain, and, together with the transparency measurements, the total optical loss. These measurements are fairly easy and fast. The disadvantage is that the modal optical gain is measured in fairly small intervals of both wavelength and gain. When the modal optical gain becomes too low (typically below 150 cm -1 ), the ripple contrast in the ASE spectrum is usually too small to be measured and analyzed accurately. Another disadvantage of these measurements is that the experimental samples must have a Fabry-Perot resonator.
The Henry technique uses the TSE spectra, which is not affected by the value or the spectral dependence of the mirror loss or grating. Therefore it can provide the information about the optical gain in cases when techniques using the ASE are not suitable. Another advantage is the much wider spectral range of measurements. This allows for applications such as analysis of the change of the real part of the refractive index [4, 21] , that has many important applications. Change of the real part of the refractive index is proportional to the change of the effective refractive index, which defines the position of the lasing wavelength of the laser. For these studies only the relative value of change of the optical gain is important, so the Henry technique can be used directly.
Determination of the gain in broad-area lasers
The optical gain spectra can be determined using optical gain spectroscopy techniques [22, 23, 24] . This method utilizes the amplification of the spontaneous emission in an optically pumped active region of variable length. The data are fitted to a calculated linewidth produced by a model of the energy bands in the material to determine the gain as a function of carrier density. These techniques are useful before the device has been processed and provide information on the intrinsic properties of the material.
In [18] the gain spectra were determined using the fundamental relationships between the rates of spontaneous and stimulated emission and optical absorption. Gain was determined for bulk GaAlAs laser structure by measurements of the spontaneous emission observed transverse to the laser cavity for various levels of injected current, supplemented by measurements of the differential quantum efficiency and laser line energy at threshold. The gain value at maximum gain spectra was defined based on the fact that, at the lasing wavelength, the gain at threshold is a maximum and equal to the losses in the cavity. This method required knowledge of the internal efficiency value. In [25] this method was applied to a broad-area InGaAs/InGaAsP quantum-well laser.
The more direct method of the determination of the gain in broad area lasers was described by D. J. Bossert and D. Gallant [26] . Based upon far-field spatial filtering technique, the modal gain change with injection current was determined from belowthreshold ASE spectra. Single lateral mode was separated by spatial far field pattern, and then Hakki-Paoli approach was used to determine value of the modal gain from the fringe contrast in InGaAs/GaAs [27] and midinfrared laser [28] .
Measurement of the optical loss
Internal optical loss is a fundamental characteristic of a semiconductor laser. The value of internal loss affects threshold current and external slope efficiency, and is, therefore, an important parameter. The optical loss has a number of different contributions; most important among them are the free carrier (intraband) absorption [29] and scattering loss on the waveguide nonuniformities.
An early (and still widely used) technique for measurement of internal optical loss was proposed by J. R. Biard et al [30] and extended by H. Casey et al [31] . It requires a set of lasers, varying in length but otherwise equivalent, in order to estimate the average value of loss as well as the internal quantum efficiency. This method does not take into account the systematic variation of the threshold condition due to variation in length and random variation between lasers. Also injection efficiency might not be a constant value across the set of different samples due to incomplete Fermi level pinning resulting from the carrier leakage [32] . Therefore this method could be used for rough evaluations of optical loss, but for the detailed studies more accurate procedure is desirable.
Recently several new techniques have been proposed for optical loss measurements [33, 34, 35, and 11] . These are all based on the Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) relating the modal optical gain, the material optical gain and the total loss in the laser. From Eq. (2.3) it is clear that the modal optical gain is equal to the total loss (with opposite sign) if the material optical gain is zero. This condition holds to good approximation for the energies well below the bandgap energy and holds rigorously at the transparency energy, i.e., at the transition point between absorption and gain [34] . Thus, finding the modal gain at these points provides the value of the total loss, which, in turn, provides internal loss if the mirror loss is known.
A technique based on below-bandgap measurements [34, 35] is made difficult by the low intensity of ASE in this region, which limits the accuracy of the gain measurements. For the gain spectra shown in Fig. 2 .1b the accuracy is no better than 2-5cm -1 . Below bandgap loss measurements are thus adequate for rough estimates of loss, but become unacceptable for more demanding purposes. Other methods reduce the problem of measuring internal loss to the task of determining the material transparency condition. E. Avrutin et al [34] proposed to determine transparency at a given current is to find the intersection of the gain curves in TE and TM polarizations under the assumption that the optical gain in different polarizations is equal when the material gain is zero. Fig. 3 .1 shows the curves of TEand TM-polarized-gain measured for a typical MQW laser. There is one intersection point at high energy (short wavelength) as well as an indication that the two curves will converge at below-bandgap energies as the material optical gain tends toward zero. The possible source of an error of this method is the assumption that the total optical loss is equal in the TE and TM polarizations. This may lead to an error, in this case of about 2cm -1 .
P. Andrekson et al. [33] demonstrated the use of a modulated external probe laser to find the transparency condition, using the optical detection properties of the laser medium [36] . In this method, an AC voltage induced on the terminals of the laser under test changes polarity when the DC bias current passes through a value corresponding to transparency at the wavelength of the probe laser.
Equivalently, the wavelength of the probe laser can be swept through transparency at a fixed DC bias current. Fig. 3 .2a shows a typical plot of the dependence of the induced voltage on the probe wavelength. Also plotted (dotted line) is the ASE spectrum of the laser (this is the same laser sample as in Fig. 3.1 ). Corresponding features appear in both spectra due to the Fabry-Perot cavity resonances of the laser under test, which enhance the detection properties of the laser at the wavelengths of Fabry-Perot resonances. It was demonstrated that the external probe measurements are very sensitive to the spectral purity of the probe signal [11] . Some commercially available tunable external cavity lasers (ECL) do not have sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is usually degraded by the presence of the parasitic ASE in the ECL signal. This may result in an error in determination of the transparency wavelength and, therefore, optical loss. To avoid this parasitic effect it was suggested to use the fact that the amplitude of the resonances in the induced voltage spectrum depends on the value of the material optical gain and equals zero at the material transparency. In the absence of any parasitic ASE component in the probe signal, as in Fig. 3 .2a, the resonances in the voltage signal vanish at the same probe wavelength at which the induced AC voltage changes polarity. The effect of low spectral SNR is illustrated in Fig. 3 .2b. In this case, the ECL, operating at the edge of its range, provided insufficient suppression of its own ASE. Fig. 3 .2b shows an offset of ~ 2nm between the probe wavelengths for which the induced AC voltage equals zero and the wavelengths at which voltage resonances vanish. This difference translates to about 7cm -1 difference on a gain/loss scale. Fig. 3 .3. The total loss determined with different methods: using the "zero-voltage" technique (triangles), using the "zero-contrast" rather than "zero-voltage" criterion with the same probe source (circles), and using the TE-TM crossing method (diamonds). Fig. 3 .3 shows the total loss data measured in three ways: using the "zero-voltage" technique (triangles), using a "zero-contrast" rather than "zero-voltage" criterion with the same probe source (circles), and using the TE-TM crossing method (diamonds) discussed above. The effect of the inadequate and varying spectral purity of the probe source gives a serious error in magnitude of total loss, and its dependence on bias current as seen at the lowest and highest currents for the "zero-voltage" set of data. The TE-TM crossing technique gives somewhat better results, underestimating the value of the loss due to the reason explained above, but allowing data to be obtained over a slightly wider range. Smoothly varying and reproducible loss data were observed when using the "zerocontrast" method. The estimated accuracy of this measurement is about 0.5-1cm -1 .
This method made it possible to carry out the study of the loss dependence on temperature and carrier concentration [13] . It was shown that optical loss is a weak function of both temperature and carrier concentration and does not play an important role in determining the dependence of the laser output characteristics (such as threshold current and output efficiency) on temperature. This method is also useful in a process of optimizing the laser structure, when understanding the dependence of the loss on design parameters is important. Another advantage of this technique is that it also provides a very accurate way of determining the transparency energy.
Measurement of the carrier leakage in semiconductor heterolasers
Performance of semiconductor lasers depends on heterostructure injection efficiency or, in other words, on the fraction of injected carriers consumed by the active region. One of the mechanisms allowing carriers to recombine outside of the active layer is related to thermoionic emission of electrons from the active layer to the p-cladding. This phenomenon is usually referred to as heterobarrier leakage. Another mechanism of carrier escaping from active region prior their recombination is lateral transport of carriers through the blocking structure (in the case of CMBH type devices) or the effect of carrier spreading for broad area lasers. Carrier leakage can affect the laser slope efficiency resulting in its reduction with increase in current and temperature and can contribute to the temperature dependence of the threshold current. The carrier overflow into the barriers and the separate confinement heterostructure has received a great deal of attention due to the influence of carrier concentration in SCH layer on the static and dynamic properties of MQW lasers [37, 38, 39] . The most frequent objects for studies of carrier leakage are InGaAsP/InP heterostructures due to the importance of their high temperature applications and due to the low value of the conduction band discontinuity between the InP cladding layer and the conduction band of the quaternary InGaAsP materials of the waveguide. The effect of heterobarrier leakage on the performance of blue-green and midinfrared lasers was also studied [40, 41, 28] . In this section we will discuss the experimental approaches to studying carrier leakage phenomena in semiconductor lasers focusing our attention on studies of heterobarrier leakage.
Optical technique of studying the carrier leakage
The obvious method of studying the efficiency of carrier leakage under different conditions is to register the light resulting from recombination of carriers outside the active region [42, 43, 44, 45, 46] . Electro-luminescence image of InGaAsP/InP CMBH laser at 100mA forward bias, recorded by E. J. Flynn and D. A. Ackerman is shown in Fig. 4 .1a for a leaky laser and in Fig. 4 .1b for a device with low leakage. The detected radiation is InP band to band recombination λ = 0.97µm. Low and high acceptor levels in their p-InP cladding layers characterize these high and low leakage devices respectively.
One of the earliest experiments in which the intensity of thermionic flow of carriers out of the active region in InGaAsP/InP heterostructure was measured under different conditions is described by E. J. Flynn [46] . In 1.3 µm LED structure electrons leaking from the active layer into the p-InP cladding were confined in a subsidiary quaternary layer (leak detection layer). This quaternary layer has a different composition from the active region and the recombination emission caused by carrier leakage (λ=1.05µm) was optically detected. Experimental results [42, 43, 44, 45, 46] showed that significant electron leakage can occur in InGaAsP/InP double heterostructures constituting one of the mechanisms of sublinearity of the light-current characteristics and also of the temperature dependence of the threshold current in laser diodes. The method of spectrally resolved luminescence was used to study heterobarrier carrier leakage in CMBH lattice matched and compressively strained 1.3 µm InGaAsP/InP lasers with an active layer of the order of 1 µm in width [44] . The waveguide forming a step graded SCH consisted of two quaternary materials with slightly a different composition corresponding to the band gaps of 1.1 µm and 1.15 µm respectively. The intensity of the corresponding emission lines allows conclusions about carrier concentration in different parts of the waveguide. Spontaneous emission spectra were measured in the range of injection currents 1-100mA and heat-sink temperatures 20-80 o C through the window opening in the contact metallization. It was shown that barrier emission intensity continues to increase even above threshold. Measurements of the temperature dependence of the slope efficiency and the intensity of the emission caused by electron leakage at different temperatures and different pumping currents above the laser threshold were performed [44] . The results indicate that the increase of the carrier leakage in MQW 1.3 µm InGaAsP/InP lasers correlates quantitatively with decreased high temperature slope efficiency. Laser structures with low carrier overflow into barriers and SCH layer exhibit better high-temperature performance. Experiments [44] show that higher values of compressive strain would have to be applied in order to reduce the carrier overflow into the barriers and into the separate confinement region.
Electrical technique of studying the carrier leakage
Observation and measurements of the leakage current in1.3 µm InGaAsP/InP lasers with the bulk active region by an electrical technique was carried out for the first time by T. R. Chen [47] employing a laser-bipolar-transient-type device. A schematic representation of the device used in this work is shown in Fig. 4 The emitter base junction functions as in an ordinary laser diode. The collector-base junction is reverse biased, as in a bipolar transistor, to collect the leakage current. The laser part of the transistor was not different from that of a terrace mesa double heterostructure laser. However, an extra N + -InP layer was added in order to collect the heterobarrier electron leakage current. Under forward bias condition, the emitter-base junction acts as a laser diode. The electrons are injected from the InP emitter into the quaternary region. In this structure, the electrons that overcome the heterobarrier A and arrive at the base collector junction B are swept out by the electrical field in the reversebiased junction. A more complex structure to measure the heterobarrier leakage by an electrical method was implemented in [48] . In addition to conventional InGaAsP/InP laser diode layers, the device contains a small area collector, whose layer structure is shown in the inset to Fig. 4 Since the collector area was only 1% of the diode area, the presence of the collector does not affect the laser performance. The crucial fabrication step in the processing of the structure in Fig. 4 .2 was evaporation of a self-aligned metal contact to the p-quaternary layer, which had to provide an ohmic contact to the laser diode without degrading the collector p-n junction.
Typical dependence of the leakage current on injection current for the 1.3 µm MQW InGaAsP/InP broad area lasers with moderately doped p-cladding/SCH interface at different operation temperatures presented in Fig. 4 .5 [50] . The use of a three terminal laser structure for systematic studies of the nature of the performance degradation of 1.3µm MQW InGaAsP/InP lasers [49, 50] allowed to confirm the theoretical prediction [51] , that an increase of the acceptor concentration in the p-cladding layer adjacent to the active region or SCH layer allows to minimize the voltage drop at the p-cladding/SCH interface in these lasers. The reduction of this voltage drop allows to avoid a substantial reduction of the barrier for thermionic emission of electrons from the active region. 
Electrical and optical measurements of RF modulation response below threshold
Most of the experimental methods aimed at determining the carrier concentration are based on a model using the balance equations of carriers and photons in the laser. These equations, also known as "Rate Equations", can be derived from the Maxwell equations (see Statz and deMars [52] and Kleinman [53] ), and in a simplified single mode case can be written as: where n and S are the carrier and photon concentrations respectively, I is the pumping current, e is the electron charge, R is the total recombination rate (without stimulated emission), R sp the spontaneous emission rate, c the light velocity in vacuum, N eff the effective refractive index, G the material optical gain in the active layer, Γ the optical confinement factor, and p τ is the photon lifetime. Internal efficiency η nit accounts for an imperfect current injection efficiency into the active layer. The term ( ) S ∈ + 1 describes the gain saturation with power, ∈ being the phenomenological gain compression parameter. It was first introduced by T. Koch and R. Linke [54] in order to characterize the spectral hole burning. In general this parameter may be used to describe the reduction of the optical gain above threshold due to any other process, such as spatial hole burning, carrier heating etc. In the Eq. (5.1) ∈ is a composite value, which allows characterizing the reduction of the optical gain due to all the above effects in linear approximation.
Since the rate equations in the form of Eq. (5.1) treat the laser as a medium with single spectral and spatial mode, only the value of the gain at the lasing wavelength is important. Therefore the wavelength-independent phenomenological parameter ∈ can be used. It should be noticed, however, that the use of this parameter is not valid when considering the effects that involve the gain spectra, since different effects distort the gain spectra differently and nonuniformly.
The first equation in the set (5.1) describes the balance of carrier plasma. The carriers are injected by the injection current (first term), and then recombine spontaneously or nonradiatively (second term), as well as through stimulated emission of radiation (last term). The second equation describes the balance of photons inside the laser cavity. In this set of equations two important processes are ignored: carrier transport through the SCH and MQW layers [55] and carrier capture into quantum wells (in case of QW lasers) [56, 57] .
The stimulated emission term in the first equation in (5.1) can be neglected below threshold. Then, expressing the recombination in terms of the carrier concentration and carrier lifetime s τ : For small-signal analysis R. Olshansky et al suggested using a small-signal pulse [58] or sinusoidal [59] excitation. Equation (5.2) can be modified for this case:
The total number of carriers can be found by integrating the differential carrier lifetime over the bias current [60] :
Various techniques, based on the formulae (5.2-5.4) were used to measure the carrier concentration and the recombination rates in semiconductor lasers. A number of authors studied these parameters through carrier lifetime measurements [58, 59, 60, 61, 62] . These measurements use different approaches but all give as a result the value of the carrier lifetime. This value and its dependence on the current characterize various recombination mechanisms in the active layer of semiconductor laser. The major mechanism is the spontaneous radiative recombination -a standard bimolecular recombination. Non-radiative processes such as trap or interface and Auger recombination have also been addressed.
Determination of the differential carrier lifetime from the device impedance
The equivalent circuit of a semiconductor laser diode in the small-signal modulation regime below threshold is shown in Fig. 5.1 . It can be derived from the rate equations discussed above [63, 64] . The active layer can be represented as a RC circuit with a characteristic time equal to the differential carrier lifetime. Taking into account a series resistance, R s , introduced by the contacts and cladding layers, and a bonding wire inductance L, we have a circuit with the total impedance of
where
, and d R is the static differential resistance of the p-n junction. This model does not take into account leakage paths and a blocking structure capacitance. It also considers that transport and capture-escape times are much faster than the differential carrier lifetime and may then be neglected. Eq (5.5) has two important consequences. First, the laser impedance below threshold is frequency dependent and therefore the amplitude of the current modulation is not constant over a broad frequency range if a standard signal generator (equivalent to a voltage source) is used in the small-signal response experiments [12, 65] . Secondly, the differential carrier lifetime can be extracted directly from electrical measurements of the laser impedance [66] . The laser impedance as function of frequency can be measured using a network analyzer. The real and imaginary parts of the laser impedance are described by: The measured laser impedance shows a frequency-independent series component, R s , of approximately 5 Ω and a frequency-and bias-dependent component, R d , associated with the differential impedance of a diode p-n junction [63, 64, 67] . The magnitude of both components can also be measured as a function of current in the CW regime: R s by extrapolating the above-threshold value of dV/dI to threshold and R d by measurement of the sub-threshold value of dV/dI(I) -R s [68] . These values were found to be very close to those extracted from the RF measurements [12] . This measurement technique is based on a simple purely electrical measurement. It is useful when optical detection is difficult, (e.g. at low currents and in the wavelength ranges where no fast detectors are available). On the other hand, this method is not very accurate at high currents, where the value of the differential resistance, R d becomes diminishingly small. This model in general is correct only as long as the transport effects including the capture-escape process [55, 56, 57, 69] can be neglected. In the case of highly doped MQW lasers this model is not accurately correct and more complicated model is required [56, 57] .
One more important limitation of this technique is that the laser diode itself might have parasitic capacitance formed by the contact pads, blocking layers etc. This capacitance is effectively connected in parallel with the laser p-n junction capacitance, C, in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 5.1 . It is usually thought to be small compared with the junction capacitance, but the latter one decreases as the current through the laser decreases, and at some current the junction capacitance may become comparable to the parasitic one. Then equivalent circuit of Fig. 5 .1 is no longer valid.
Determination of the differential carrier lifetime from the optical response measurements
The original technique for determination of differential carrier lifetime proposed to use a small-signal current step excitation [58] . The optical response curve was fitted to an exponential form based on Eq. (5.3) . This technique has a disadvantage of high noise if the excitation signal is small. A solution is to use a frequency domain analysis of Eq. (5.3), which allows the use of a RF spectrum analyzer, giving superior signal-to-noise ratio for the same levels of excitation. Equation Originally, many authors used the Eq. (5.8) considering that the current amplitude is frequency independent. However, most of the commercially available signal generators are power sources, which in the experiment are loaded on the laser diode. This connection has an equivalent circuit of a voltage source loaded on an r = 50 Ω resistor plus a laser impedance Z(ω). The frequency dependence of the impedance results in the frequency dependence of the amplitude of current modulation, therefore it should be taken into account in order to extract a correct value of the differential lifetime [65, 12] . Equation (5.8) can be modified to yield:
The voltage modulation amplitude dV(ω) can be considered to be constant over the frequency range. Therefore, knowledge of Z(ω) can be used to correct the measured optical modulation, in order to use the single-pole fitting procedure proposed in [59] . Using the equation (5.9) we can write:
where the corrected response function, F(ω), can be used to extract the differential lifetime. The measured optical response curve (circles in Fig. 5.3 ) was corrected using Eq. (5.10) (squares in Fig. 5.3) , and then fit to a single pole roll-off from which the differential carrier lifetime was extracted. The results of the measurements of the differential carrier lifetime using all three of the above techniques are plotted in Fig. 5.4 . When the differential carrier lifetime is measured using the uncorrected optical response technique (rhombs), it shows noticeable saturation and decrease at low injection currents. Other authors [59] have observed this behavior. Additional recombination mechanisms were introduced to account for this effect. Comparison of the differential carrier lifetimes obtained using the impedance analysis technique (triangles), and the impedance-corrected optical technique (circles) to the data obtained using uncorrected optical response illustrates the large effect of the rapidly varying laser impedance, especially at low bias current. The corrected differential lifetimes give very close values within the entire current range and no longer show the saturation and decrease with decreasing current. There is no need to invoke an extra mechanism of current consumption as described in reference [59] . It can be concluded, that the apparent saturation in lifetimes is due to the finite output impedance of the signal source (together with the high differential impedance of the laser at low currents). Finally, the simplified model of the laser impedance can be used for correction of the differential lifetime data obtained from the optical response measurements using the values of R d and R s obtained from either static or dynamic measurements [65] . Substituting Eq. (5.5) into Eq. (5.8) gives a corrected differential carrier lifetime:
in which the corrected lifetime is larger than the uncorrected, optically measured lifetime by the factor in parentheses (r = 50 Ω is the signal source output impedance). For example, this correction factor equals 2 when R d is about 55 Ω , which occurs at approximately 0.7mA. Use of this simple correction gives the same value of the differential lifetime as the technique based on impedance analysis and impedance corrected optical measurement.
Optical measurements of RF modulation response and RIN above threshold
Small-signal response measurement is a very powerful technique that allows analyzing a number of important device parameters, such as differential gain and gain suppression coefficient. They are also very useful in estimating the device performance in the real operating conditions, such as direct digital current modulation.
The set of Eqs. (5.1) can be solved numerically for large signal analysis. Also, simple small-signal analysis allows for determination of some fundamental characteristics of the laser. In this approximation small sinusoidal current modulation around the static value results in sinusoidal modulation of the carrier concentration and photon density [70, 71] : Following [70, 71] , the solution for optical power response can be written as Shown in the Fig. 6 .1 are the amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the laser optical modulation response at different DC biases, measured using HP8510 Network Analyzer with HP83440D high-speed p-i-n detector. The response curves show typical resonant behavior described by the Eq. (6.3). Additional drooping of the response curves, seen in the Fig. 6 .1a has been attributed to carrier transport through the SCH layers [55] and to the carrier capture and thermoionic emission processes in QW lasers [72] . As it can be seen from the Eqs. (6.4-6.5), the resonance frequency and damping factor contain important information on the material parameters: differential gain and the gain compression coefficient. If these values were known as functions of the injection current (or optical power), the above parameters could be determined.
The damping factor γ increases proportionally to the square of the resonance The resonant frequency increases with current and so does the small-signal modulation bandwidth (the frequency at which the response amplitude drops by 3dB from its DC value), but only up to a certain level. As the DC injection current increases, the response flattens (as it can be seen in the Fig. 6.1a) . At some point the damping factor becomes large enough that response amplitude drops by 3dB at the frequency below R ω .
It was shown [73] that maximum possible bandwidth is approximately:
( 6 . 8 ) .
Determination of the resonant frequency and damping factor using carrier subtraction technique. Determination of the differential gain and the gain compression coefficient
The differential gain and the gain saturation parameters can be determined from the dependencies of the resonance frequency and damping factor on the optical power (DC drive current) using the Eqs. (6.4-6.7). These dependencies can both be determined from the small-signal response measurements described in the previous section. However an accurate procedure is not trivial. As it can be seen from the Fig. 6 .1a, the amplitude response curves cannot be directly fit to the Eq. (5.14) since there is an additional factor in the transfer function. This additional factor has been associated with the carrier transport; also the response characteristics of the laser can be further distorted by R-C-L parasitic elements in the electrical feed circuit. In general, the response function in the Eq. (5.13) should be written in a more complicated form:
where T(ω) is a composite transfer function described above. This function cannot be written analytically in the general case. P. Morton has proposed an elegant way to determine the resonant frequency and damping factor from the response measurements. He demonstrated that in the assumption that the transfer function T(ω) does not depend on the DC bias and the modulation efficiency I(ω) is constant above threshold, the ratio of two does not depend on any factors other than respective resonant frequencies and damping factors. Since the relative response amplitude curves are typically measured in the logarithmic (dB) units, it is convenient to express the difference between the two responses in this way: Relative response amplitudes (a) measured using p-i-n detector and RF spectrum analyzer (for the same laser as in Fig. 6.1) , and the results of subtraction of the reference curve (solid line in (a)) from the response curves [74] . Solid lines in (b) are fits to the Eq. (6.10).
Shown in the Fig. 6 .2a are the relative response amplitudes measured using p-i-n detector and HP71400 RF spectrum analyzer. The data was taken for the same device as in the Fig. 6.1 . The signal noise at low amplitude levels and high modulation frequencies is considerably lower than in the case when the measurements were done using the Network Analyzer, because the RF spectrum analyzer has considerably higher dynamic range. This is very useful because the low noise at high frequencies is important for successful fitting of the difference curves to the Eq. (6.10). The response curves in the Fig. 6 .2a are not as smooth as in the Fig. 6 .1a because of some calibration inaccuracy (in the particular case of the data shown in the Fig. 6.2a this inaccuracy is not very high) . But the calibration data is not needed since the calibration correction enters as an additional factor into the function T(ω). P. Morton had demonstrated [74] that even high calibration inaccuracy is completely eliminated by the subtraction procedure. This feature makes the subtraction technique very valuable for the lasers having high parasitic RC parameters or packaged for DC or low-frequency operation.
The results of the subtraction procedure are presented in the Fig. 6 .2b. The differential curves obtained by subtraction of the response amplitudes at 17mA from the response amplitudes at each current are shown with the same symbols, as the original curves in the Fig. 6 .2a. These differential curves are very smooth and can easily be fitted to the Eq. (6.10) (solid lines). It turns out that even though the curves are fitted to five-parameter expression, the fitting procedure converges very well and gives very accurate data for the resonant frequencies and damping factors.
The results of the curve fitting performed on the differential curves are presented in the Fig. 6.3 . Solid curves are linear fits. The same procedure was performed with the differential curves obtained by subtracting the response at different currents to check the accuracy of the procedure. The values of the K-factor and differential gain were within 5% range, which confirms the robustness of the method. Differential gain was estimated from the data presented in the Fig. 6 .3a using the Eq. 
Determination of the resonant frequency and differential gain from the RIN measurements
Relative intensity noise (RIN) measurements represent the alternative technique used for studies of high-speed dynamics in QW lasers. Like modulation response technique described above this approach allows for determining of dG/dn and K-factor through numerical fitting procedure. However, the signal measured is not response to the external modulation of the bias current but noise spectra of the laser itself. This noise power is associated with the fluctuation of the concentrations in photon and electron systems caused by spontaneous light emission events. Deviation of the electron and photon densities from equilibrium values leads to their damped oscillations with the frequency of electron-phonon resonance R f and damping factor γ . Hence, the measurements of the laser noise power spectra at different bias currents provide enough information to determine such important laser parameters as differential gain and K-factor.
Relative Intensity Noise (RIN) is defined (see p.221-225 in [2] ) as the mean square value of the noise power related to the mean value of the output power squared: It is more convenient to define RIN per unit bandwidth because the measurement bandwidth can vary under different experimental conditions. Then:
where S δP (ω) is double sided noise power spectral density (if the spectral density is defined as single-sided, then the factor 2 should be removed). As defined, RIN is measured in dB/Hz.
Small signal analysis applied to the rate equations similar to the Eq. (5.1) but taking into account internal noise source and transport of carriers leads to the following expression for the spectral dependence of the RIN: where -δf st -Schawlow-Townes linewidth and * γ -differs from γ in denominator due to carrier transport through the active region of modern MQW laser [72] . RIN spectra for the 1.3 µm InGaAsP/InP MQW DFB laser at the different bias condition is presented in Fig. 6.4 . [75] . The resonance frequency, damping factor and Shawlow-Townes linewidth can be determined from fitting the experimental RIN spectra to the Eq. (6.15). RIN measurement technique was utilized to study the high-speed characteristics of 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm InGaAsP/InGaAs [76, 77, 78 ] and 1.55 µm InGaAs/InGaAlAs [79] lasers.
As it was mentioned in the previous section, by taking account the carrier transport properties of the structure one can obtain dependence of the resonance frequency on current, which allows to determine the differential gain. Experimental results for the same laser as in Fig. 6 .4 are presented in Fig. 6 .5. [75] . The values of the differential gain and K-factor are also shown [75] ). The main advantage of the RIN technique with respect to modulation response measurements is elimination of the problem with high frequency modulation experimental equipment. At the same time, low level of the noise for high quality lasers makes it is necessary to use low noise preamplifiers. Also, there is no low frequency rolloff in the RIN spectra, which is related to the carrier capture and diffusion across SCH time.
Measurements of the linewidth enhancement factor
Fleming and Mooradian [80] first observed that the static linewidth of the semiconductor laser is much larger than predicted by classical Schawlow-Townes formula. C. Henry has introduced the linewidth enhancement factor [81] , which relates small variations of the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index due to a change of the carrier concentration: Determination of the parameter T α is therefore important for understanding and improving the laser design and performance. This can be done using various methods; some related to the gain measurements described in previous sections. C. Henry [4] has proposed to use the Kramers-Krönig relation to determine the T α parameter from the optical gain data obtained from TSE measurements described in the Section 2. Shortly after C. Henry [81] , K. Vahala and A. Yariv developed a theory predicting the same linewidth enhancement factor [82] . C.Harder et al also proposed a method to determine the linewidth enhancement factor T α from the high-frequency modulation experiment [83] . This method involves fair amount of effort since both FM and AM modulation indices have to be measured. FM modulation index measurement at high frequency requires FP interferometer (supercavity detector), which is sometimes inconvenient.
F. Devaux et al [84] have proposed another method for measuring the linewidth enhancement factor using the above threshold modulation response measurements, very similar to those discussed in Section 6.1. They proposed to utilize the FM/AM conversion in a dispersive media such as standard optical fiber. Optical spectrum of the modulated laser (as well as any other source) contains modulation side-bands around central optical frequency. These side-bands have different group velocities in the fiber, and therefore different delays after traveling through some distance of the fiber. This results in sharp drops (nulls) in the response curve at frequencies corresponding to the phase difference of π between these side-bands. The exact frequencies of these nulls are determined by both the linewidth enhancement factor and fiber dispersion and can be measured using standard network analyzer. Therefore the linewidth enhancement factor can be determined very accurately. The disadvantage of this method is that it can only be used for characterization of spectrally single-moded sources, otherwise (for example it cannot be used for FP lasers).
Measurements of linewidth enhancement factor T
α from ASE and TSE spectra I.Henning and J.Collins proposed a very simple technique for measuring the linewidth enhancement factor T α based on the ASE measurements [85] . Eq. By recording the ASE at different currents below threshold and measuring the change of the gain and the wavelength shift of Fabry-Perot peaks with current one can determine the linewidth enhancement factor T α and its dependence on the wavelength and current.
Shown in the Fig. 7 .1a is a set of T α factor curves measured using the above procedure. This method is now commonly used for measuring the linewidth enhancement factor T α [86, 87, 88] . P.Morton has shown how these measurements together with the gain measurements and carrier lifetime measurements [12] allow for optimization of the laser structure for high-speed operation [14] . Presented in the Fig. 7 .1 are the measured dependencies of linewidth enhancement factor and differential gain on the wavelength for various currents. Optimizing the DFB wavelength from the data shown in Fig. 7 .1 allowed achieving the small-signal direct modulation bandwidth of 26GHz and linewidth enhancement factor of near 1. Shown in the Fig. 7 .1b is the set of the differential gain spectra determined using the below threshold gain spectra combined with the carrier lifetime measurements discussed in Sections 2.1 and 5.1 respectively. It should be pointed out that the value of the differential gain obtained using this method (indicated by solid circle in the Fig. 7.1b) is in very good agreement with the value of the differential gain obtained in the same device from the response measurements described in the Section 6.1 [14] .
An alternative measurement technique for determination of T α utilizes the optical gain spectra determined from TSE as described in Section 2.2. C. Henry [4] has used the Kramers-Krönig relation for small changes of refractive index:
where P indicates taking the principal part integral. Eq. (7.3) can be used to relate G δ and N ′ ′ δ :
The coefficient T α can be determined by substituting Eq. (7.7) into Eq. (7.1). After some simple algebra:
Equation (7.8) allows for determination of T α from the gain spectrum. In order to perform this procedure, the gain spectra should be obtained in a very broad energy range. However, the commonly used Hakki-Paoli technique [8] for extraction of the gain spectra from amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) from the laser facet does not allow for that. Equation (7.8) requires some caution in treating the singularity in the integrand at ε ε = ′ , procedure was described by C. Henry [4] . It should also be noticed, that the TSE intensity can be measured in arbitrary units because only the ratio of the integral of the spontaneous emission to its value at certain energy enters Eq. (7.8).
In [21] the results of the linewidth enhancement factor measurements in the DFB using both ASE and TSE spectra were reported. Obtained values are 2 . 0 0 . 2 ± ≈ T α (using ASE measurements) and 2 . 0 1 .
± ≈
T α (using TSE measurements), which agree very well. The ASE measurements are usually easier to perform and more accurate, but sometimes the TSE type of the measurements are the only available solution.
Both methods described in this section are based on the below threshold measurements, and therefore can give only asymptotic value of the parameters close to threshold. However they have an advantage, since they can be used to study the dependence of the linewidth enhancement factor on carrier concentration and other parameters that cannot be varied in the real operating conditions above threshold. On the other hand the results of the above threshold measurements [82, 84] are more accurate since they can be obtained in the exact operating conditions of the device.
Measurements of the carrier temperature and carrier heating in semiconductor lasers
Typical semiconductor lasers operate at the injection current densities of an order of 10kA/cm 2 or higher. Under these conditions one can expect a significant difference between the lattice temperature T L and the temperature of the electron-hole-plasma in the active region T e-h . This difference is determined by the power acquired by carriers in the active layer and their energy relaxation time. Both quantities have been disputed in the literature (see [89] and references there).
Since the modal optical gain, wavelength chirp and carrier leakage over the heterobarrier are sensitive to the carrier temperature T e-h , the study of carrier heating is important for understanding the laser physics and improving device design. Experimental studies of the heating in heterostructures using optical excitation and time resolved spectroscopy were carried out by different groups (see for example the review [90] ). In semiconductor lasers and light-emitting diodes the carrier temperature is often estimated from the high-energy tail of the spontaneous emission spectra [91, 92, 93, 94] . Carrier temperatures up to 400K at room temperature were reported in InGaAsP LED's [91] . Authors in [92] studied InGaAsP/InP buried heterostructure lasers with a bulk active layer. They did not observe carrier heating at room temperature for current densities up to 10kA/cm 2 (within an experimental accuracy of 10K). Authors in [93] studied photoexcieted InGaAsP/InP broad area quantum-well structures and found considerable heating at low temperatures. In AlInAs/GaInAs/InP bulk double heterostructure lightemitting transistors significant carrier heating at cryogenic temperatures was determined from the spontaneous emission profile [94] as well as using an analysis of thermionic emission [95] .
The problem with the estimation of carrier temperature from the high energy tail of the spontaneous emission arises from the fact that the density of states as well as matrix element of the optical transition are not well known functions of energy. This makes it difficult to analyze the spontaneous emission (see for example Fig. 2.2a) . Study of the thermionic emission is also nontrivial since it requires special sample geometry and is generally unsuitable for real laser structures.
Determination of carrier heating from wavelength chirp and TSE measurements
Recently a new experimental technique was proposed, which allows to measure the rate of change of the carrier plasma temperature with pumping current above threshold [21] . This method is based on the relationship between the rate of carrier heating and the wavelength chirp. Wavelength chirp results from the dependence of the real part of refractive index on current. The real and imaginary parts of refractive index are related through the Kramers-Krönig relation. Under lasing condition the distortion of spectral profile of the optical gain (and therefore the imaginary part of refractive index) is caused by spectral hole burning [54, 96, 97] and carrier heating [97, 98] . However, the experimental studies of fast dynamics of the optical gain in semiconductor laser structures have shown that the electron-hole plasma thermalization time is much shorter than the time needed for thermal equilibrium between the plasma and crystal lattice [99] . Therefore in the treatment of [21] the carrier heating was considered to be dominant and the spectral hole burning effect was neglected. In this case the energy distribution of electrons and holes is described by Fermi functions with the same temperature. This temperature differs from the lattice temperature; also electrons and holes have different quasi Fermi level energies when voltage is applied to a laser diode. Sources of carrier heating above threshold are injection of energetic carriers from heterobarriers into active layer and free-carrier absorption. The first effect depends on the injection current and the second on the optical field. Therefore to first order approximation both effects are proportional to the difference between operating and threshold currents.
In a static case above threshold the optical gain is equal to the optical loss. At the lasing wavelength, the reduction of the optical gain due to carrier heating is compensated The linewidth enhancement factor as defined in Eq. (7.1) can also be defined as a derivative with respect to the quasi Fermi level separation because only two variables out of three (n, µ and T) are independent for Fermi-distributed carriers: This definition allows for easier measurement, because quasi Fermi level separation µ is easier to determine than the carrier concentration. The Kramers-Krönig relation suggests that there is an analogous parameter relating small variations of the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index due to the change of the carrier temperature at a fixed value of the quasi Fermi level separation: This definition is very close to one by C. Hultgren and E. Ippen [100] . It should be noted that unlike T α , the parameter µ α could be determined only from TSE measurements using a formula similar to Eq. (7.8). Determination of this parameter from ASE measurements is impossible because the shift of Fabry-Perot peaks with ambient temperature is determined mainly by the change of the effective index due to the change of the crystal lattice temperature, and not the carrier plasma temperature. Combining Eqs. To determine accurately the change of wavelength with current in a small-signal approach, one can use a Fabry-Perot etalon method or a gated delayed self-homodyne technique [101] . Rewriting the Eq. MHz/mA 156 = β [21] . Using these values, the rate of change of the carrier temperature with current was estimated to be approximately 0.13K/mA. The accuracy of the estimation is about 25%. This allows for an estimation of the carrier temperature difference between a threshold of 15 mA and a typical operating current of 50 mA to be 4.7 K, which is consistent with the results of C. Henry et al [92] . This is considerably less than estimated by other authors (e.g. [102] ) where the energy relaxation time of the electron-hole plasma was considered to be few picoseconds. The results of [21] suggest a subpicosecond energy relaxation time, which is consistent with the results of pump-probe experiments [99] .
